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Igor R. Efimov, Vadim V. Fedorov, Boyoung Joung, Shien-Fong Lin
Abstract: Historically, milestones in science are usually associated with methodological breakthroughs. Likewise,
the advent of electrocardiography, microelectrode recordings and more recently optical mapping have ushered
in new periods of significance of advancement in elucidating basic mechanisms in cardiac electrophysiology. As
with any novel technique, however, data interpretation is challenging and should be approached with caution, as
it cannot be simply extrapolated from previously used methodologies and with experience and time eventually
becomes validated. A good example of this is the use of optical mapping in the sinoatrial node (SAN): when
microelectrode and optical recordings are obtained from the same site in myocardium, significantly different
results may be noted with respect to signal morphology and as a result have to be interpreted by a different set
of principles. Given the rapid spread of the use of optical mapping, careful evaluation must be made in terms of
methodology with respect to interpretation of data gathered by optical sensors from fluorescent potential-
sensitive dyes. Different interpretations of experimental data may lead to different mechanistic conclusions. This
review attempts to address the origin and interpretation of the “double component” morphology in the optical
action potentials obtained from the SAN region. One view is that these 2 components represent distinctive signals
from the SAN and atrial cells and can be fully separated with signal processing. A second view is that the first
component preceding the phase 0 activation represents the membrane currents and intracellular calcium
transients induced diastolic depolarization from the SAN. Although the consensus from both groups is that ionic
mechanisms, namely the joint action of the membrane and calcium automaticity, are important in the SAN
function, it is unresolved whether the double-component originates from the recording methodology or
represents the underlying physiology. This overview aims to advance a common understanding of the basic
principles of optical mapping in complex 3D anatomic structures. (Circ Res. 2010;106:255-271.)
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During the last 20 years, optical mapping has significantlyadvanced cardiac electrophysiology research. However,
interpretation of optical signals from 3D anatomic structures
has been a subject of debate. This overview presents two
points of view in relation to optical mapping of the canine
sinus node.
Part I. By Vadim V. Fedorov and Igor R. Efimov
The history of cardiac physiology is best exemplified in
the discovery and investigation of the sinoatrial node
(SAN). It was discovered by Flack in the Keith laboratory
in 1907,1 following guidance from the precise morpholog-
ical description of the atrioventricular node, which was
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published a year earlier by Tawara.2 Following these
morphological discoveries, Lewis3 and Wybauw4 present-
ed electrophysiological evidence that the SAN is the site of
origin of heartbeat.
In the last decade, SAN studies have led to important
advances in unraveling the basic electrophysiological and
molecular mechanisms associated with primary pacemaker
activity.5,6 These studies have made great contributions in
deciphering SAN structure and function, allowing for new
and exciting therapeutic strategies, including the creation of
artificial biological pacemakers for the treatment of SAN
disease.7 Despite the past century of landmark SAN studies,
much is still to be learned.
Optical mapping with voltage-sensitive dyes is currently
the best available technology to investigate SAN structure
and function because it allows the recording of simultaneous
changes in the activation pattern and action potential (AP)
morphology from multiple sites.8 Optical signals represent a
weighted average of transmembrane recordings collected
from a volume of tissue with a space constant of several
millimeters,9–11 making the interpretation of what is happen-
ing within the tissue in its entirety extremely challenging.
Recently 2 groups applied high resolution optical mapping
techniques to investigate the canine SAN and found
differing results because of different interpretations of
optical mapping data.12,13 This review and subsequent
correspondence describes the anatomic structure of the
SAN and proposed hypotheses governing impulse genera-
tion based on the available literature.
Anatomy and Function of the Sinoatrial Node:
Evolution of Methodology
The SAN is anatomically located at the junction of the
superior vena cava and right atrium (RA) in the mammalian
heart.1,14,15 The SAN of the normal adult human heart is a
relatively small intramural structure that is 10 to 20 mm long
and 2 to 6 mm wide. It has an ellipsoid-like structure. The
superior part (head) lies less than 1 mm beneath the epicar-
dium, separated from that surface by a layer of connective
tissue and fat. The SAN spreads from its head inferiorly for
10 to 20 millimeters remaining beneath the sulcus terminalis
and just above the crista terminalis.14–17
The first detailed investigation of the dynamic change of
the site of origin of excitation was done by Meek and Eyster
in 1913 to 1914.18,19 They found that the slowing of the heart
rate through vagal stimulation or by cooling correlates with
the migration of the site of the pacemaker from its original
location within the SAN to either inferiorly within the SAN
or to the AV node. These studies became the foundation for
the hypothesis of the existence of a distributed pacemaker
complex.
The next important step in the investigation of the SAN
was made after the development of microelectrode techniques
allowing the direct measurements of transmembrane AP
arising from specialized pacemaker s tissue by Trautwein and
Zink in 1952.20 Following their work, de Carvalho et al21
investigated the site of origin and pattern of excitation in the
rabbit atrium by using intracellular glass microelectrodes. In
1965, Sano and Yamagishi22 performed the first systematic
mapping of the rabbit SAN region using 2 microelectrodes.
They observed highly anisotropic spread of activation from
the SAN: starting in the leading pacemaker, the AP propa-
gated preferentially in an oblique cranial direction toward the
crista terminalis (CT) and appeared to block in the direction
of the septum, an observation confirmed later by many
groups.23–25 They and then Bleeker et al26 calculated the
conduction velocity near the leading pacemaker site to be 2 to
8 cm/sec or less.
Recently, we investigated activation patterns in the rabbit
SAN using optical mapping,27 which is the only available
technology that allows the resolution of simultaneous
changes in the activation pattern and AP morphology from
multiple sites. Our activation maps of rabbit SAN region
agree with maps obtained earlier using electrode-based map-
ping techniques.26,28 In this study, we also demonstrated that
the rabbit SAN is functionally and anatomically insulated
from the atrial septum.27
However, the rabbit SAN is essentially a 2D structure.26
This makes it easier to study but raises concerns of its
relevance to the 3D structure of the canine29–31 or human14,32
SAN. Although the origin of SAN primary pacemaker activ-
ity has been extensively studied in many small animal
species, it is virtually unexplored in man.33 The functional
studies of the human SAN function are complicated by the
inability of epi- or endocardial mapping to detect the origin
and slow propagation of AP within the intramural SAN layers
before it activates the adjacent atrial myocardium.12,29,34
Epicardial32,35 and endocardial36 mapping studies demon-
strated widespread sites of the earliest atrial activation, as
well as multifocal activation (activation started in 2 to 5
points located 1 cm apart) during normal sinus rhythm in
humans. The atrial breakthroughs could arise at the epicar-
dium and/or endocardium from a region along the crista
terminalis (up to 7.5 cm32,36 in length) that is significantly
larger than the area of the anatomic SAN (which is only 1
to 2 cm14,16).
Several hypotheses were proposed to explain these unclear
relations between anatomy and function of SAN.34 One of
Non-standard Abbreviations and Acronyms
AP action potential
AVN atrioventricular node
CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor
CT crista terminalis
DD diastolic depolarization
LCR local subsarcolemmal ryanodine receptor-mediated Ca2
release
LDCAE late diastolic Cai elevation
OAP optical action potential
RA right atrium
SAN sinoatrial node
SACT sinoatrial conduction time
SR sarcoplasmic reticulum
SSS sick sinus syndrome
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them, the Boineau–Schuessler SAN model,34,37 hypothesized
discrete sinoatrial exit pathways, to explain how the atrial
surface activation can be initiated from multiple sites simul-
taneously, as well as to describe the complex conduction
within the SAN, which was inferred from a limited number of
intracellular microelectrode recordings. The cardiac impulse
arising from the SAN slowly propagates through the SAN
and transmits to the atria via the several specialized conduc-
tion exit pathways (sinoatrial exit pathways). Recently, we
confirmed this hypothesis for the canine SAN, which is very
close both structurally and functionally to the human
SAN.29,31 We have extended high-resolution optical mapping
to obtain optical AP (OAP) recordings from multilayer
tissues and developed an analytic signal processing approach
to resolve the intramural activation pattern of the canine SAN
from the activation in the intervening epicardial and endocar-
dial layers.12 Thus, we directly demonstrated that the canine12
and human38 SAN is functionally insulated from the sur-
rounding atrial myocardium except for several sinoatrial exit
pathways.
Any experimental result is only as good as the methodol-
ogy and data interpretation behind it. Our optical signal
analysis is based on the following considerations described
below.
Physical Principles of Optical Recordings From
Complex Multilayer Tissues Such As Sinoatrial
and Atrioventricular Nodes
Physical principles of biophotonic imaging are based on
several modalities of light scattering in biological tissues. It
was shown in numerous studies using different biophotonic
modalities that the depth penetration of optical probes in
muscle tissues varies from several hundred micrometers to
several millimeters.39 The principles of fluorescence and light
scattering underlie optical mapping with voltage- or calcium-
sensitive dyes in the heart. It has been shown that signals
recorded from cardiac tissue stained with these dyes carry
information from 0.5 to 3 mm, depending on the excitation
and emission spectra of corresponding molecular probes, as
well as the scattering properties of the tissue.9–11,40–42
Light scatters in dyed tissue through 3 processes: scattering
of excitation light propagating through tissue, fluorescent
scattering at the fluorophore, and scattering of emission light
propagating toward optical detector (Figure 1A). As a result
of this complex process, the final optical signal is essentially
a weighted average of electric activity arising from multiple
layers of cells within the tissue to a depth governed by a space
constant, which is determined by light scattering and absorp-
tion properties. As shown in Figure 1B, the space constant for
both excitation and emission of light in cardiac tissue is 1.5 to
2.0 mm, which corresponds to the entire thickness of the
canine SAN or rabbit atrioventricular node (AVN).
Figure 1A shows optically recorded signals collected from
different regions of a canine SAN, published in our recent
study.12 When an AP is optically recorded by a photodiode
arising only from the atrial myocardium or only from the
SAN, it corresponds well with the well-known single-cell
responses from the atrial and SAN myocytes (Figure 1A, top
left). However, when an optical signal is recorded over a
sandwich of atrial and SAN tissues, the resulting signal is a
summation of APs. During physiological activation, the SAN
AP always precedes atrial activity because of sinoatrial
conduction delay. The resulting signal has 2 distinct compo-
nents, as shown on the top right of Figure 1A. Interestingly,
because of the slight elevation in the anatomic position31,12 of
the SAN within the right atrial wall, SAN tissue almost
reaches the endocardium near its inferior end and emerges at
the epicardium on the superior end. As a result, the optical
signals recorded from the inferior to superior endocardial
projection of SAN (Figure 1A, bottom) have progressively
smaller and smaller SAN components and larger atrial com-
ponents. Similarly, epicardial recordings will have a reversed
relationship between SAN and atrial components along the
superior-inferior axis (not shown).
If these physical principles are not enough to convince the
reader that multiple components of the OAP arising from
SAN exist because of multiple layers of tissue being imaged,
we offer a direct physiological validation.
Physiological Validation of the Multiple
Components in the Rabbit AVN and Canine SAN
Our study of the rabbit AV node40 has clearly demonstrated
that using simultaneous recordings with microelectrode and
optical mapping of this 0.5 to 1.0 mm thick structure yields a
biphasic optical signal. During anterograde conduction, the
first component carries the signature of the superficial layer
of atrial myocardium and the second component documents
excitation of the AV node and the bundle of His (Figure 2A
and 2B). When we paced at the His bundle and induced
retrograde conduction, the sequence of the 2 components was
reversed: His-AVN excitation was observed in the first
component, whereas the atrial layer was documented in the
second component.43 Thus, such complex biphasic optical
signal cannot be interpreted as a response of a singe cell.
Complex multiphasic optical recordings often represent asyn-
chronous excitation of different groups of cells or cell layers
from within the path of light, that the optical detector collects.
Familiar OAPs resembling microelectrode recordings arise
only in the cases of well-coupled syncytium, such as uniform
working ventricular myocardium. Canine and human SAN
and AVN are not such well-coupled uniformed structures
(Figures 1A, 2C, and 2D). Figure 2C and 2D shows transient
SAN exit block following 10 minutes of pacing. OAP
tracings demonstrate slow, small amplitude signals, which
reflect only the SAN APs without an atrial component,
because the atria were not excited by SAN. This SAN wave
originated near the same site observed before pacing but was
blocked superiorly and slowly propagated to the inferior
aspect of the SAN. However, the next SAN activation
successfully exited from both exit pathways and simulta-
neously excited atrium. These observations were consistent in
all SAN preparations (n4) in which SAN exit block was
observed.12
Thus, optical signals recorded from the SAN of a large
mammal will typically yield multiphasic optical recordings
representing asynchronous excitation in different layers of
tissue. Normally the SAN fires first and then after a 35 to
95ms delay34,37 the atrium fires. Thus, the optical signals will
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contain 2 components representing a weighted average of
these 2 electric activities: a relatively small signal from the
deeper SAN layer and more robust signal from the atrial layer
of epicardium or endocardium. In our interpretation, we
followed this logic and thus disagree that one of the optical
components can be interpreted as trigger activity (delayed
afterdepolarization or early afterdepolarization) without fur-
ther validation from microelectrode recordings.
Analysis of the Multiple Components of the
Optical Recordings From SAN
Figure 3A shows the detailed analysis that was used to
separate the SAN optical signal component from the atrial
components in OAPs. The optical signals were filtered using
the low-pass Butterworth filter at 200 Hz. Traditional criteria
for measuring activation times (AP50 and dV/dtmax) did not
show activation of the SAN layer because of relatively small
SAN optical components in most recording sites. Only by
separating the 2 upstroke components was it possible to
distinguish SAN activation (see Figure 3B). Separation of the
components allowed for measurement of the maximum of the
first derivative (dV/dtmax), OAP amplitude, and conduction
velocity in individual tissue layers. We also found that the
50% of the OAP amplitude (AP50) map more precisely
reflected the SAN conduction than the dV/dtmax map because
of the weak dV/dt of the slow SAN upstroke. The AP
amplitude of each component was measured as the difference
between the minimum and maximum fluorescence in this
component. In most cases, the amplitude of the SAN com-
ponent of the OAP was less than the atrial component
because of light attenuation and scattering during propagation
from deeper structures (see Figures 1A and 3C). The optical
signals from the block zone (intraatrial septum margin of the
SAN) contains a double-component upstroke because of
scattering and electrotonic effects of the 2 different atrial
layers (see also figure 8C from the study by Bromberg et
Figure 1. Mechanism of the double components of the OAP recording from canine SAN tissue. A, Simplified model of the SAN based
on published data.12 This “section” cuts along the superior-inferior axis of SAN. Top Left, OAP recordings12 from only atrial and only
SAN layers of tissue, which closely resemble morphology of microelectrode AP recordings. Top Right, OAP12 recording from an area
encompassing both atrial and SAN tissue layers, thus averaging APs from both structures. Bottom, OAPs from different SAN regions.12
B, Depth penetration measurements for excitation wavelength. Modified from Bishop et al11 with permission.
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al29). The slope of the slow diastolic depolarization was
determined by measuring the slope of a linear fit of depolar-
ization and normalizing it to the OAP amplitude (Figure 3A).
Slow diastolic depolarization phase was clearly distinguish-
able from upstroke of the SAN potential (first OAP
component).
Simultaneous Voltage and Calcium Recordings
From the Canine SAN
Recently, we conducted 3 canine optical mapping SAN
experiments simultaneously using both voltage-sensitive dye
RH237 and calcium-sensitive dye Rhod-2 AM (V.V.F., A. V.
Glukhov, R. B. Schuessler, V. G. Fast, I.R.E., unpublished
data, 2008). A halogen lamp (250 W) was used for the
excitation light, which we filtered with a 52045-nm band-
pass filter. Emitted light was filtered by 700-nm long-pass
filter for voltage signal, and filtered with a 58510-nm
band-pass filter for the calcium (Ca2) signal. Fluorescent
signals were recorded from the epicardial optical field of
view (3030 mm2) with a spatial resolution of 300 m/pixel
at a rate of 1000 frames/s using two 100100 Ultima-L
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras
(SciMedia, Japan). The optical signals were filtered using the
low-pass Butterworth filter at 32 to 100 Hz. We found in all
3 experiments that both the voltage and calcium optical
signals from SAN region contain 2 upstrokes during normal
sinus rhythm. Figure 4 shows an example of dual voltage and
Ca2 optical mapping of the canine SAN. Both the upstroke
components of voltage optical traces always precedes cal-
cium upstrokes by 7 to 20 ms. We also found, as shown
previously in Figure 2C and 2D, that atrial pacing depressed
SAN conduction and in turn caused the separation of the SAN
and atrial components (Figure 4D). Figure 4D clearly shows
SAN signals with the beginning of the repolarization phase
for both voltage and calcium recordings. The voltage double
upstroke area of the SAN (blue dotted oval) coincided well
with the Ca2-detected double-upstroke area (green dotted
line ellipsoid) (Figure 4C). Moreover, we found that 10-
minute perfusion with ryanodine (5 mol/L) decreased cal-
cium signals more than 5-fold but did not significantly
change SAN cycle length (550 to 559 ms) nor the double-
upstroke components of the voltage optical signals from
the SAN. Thus, we demonstrated that the first component
of the SAN OAPs is the upstroke of pacemaker APs,
whereas the second component belongs to the atrium.
The highest spatial resolution of our optical photodiode
mapping system (photodiode array) was 562562 m2 per
photodiode (Figure 3). Our MiCAM ULTIMA system has
higher resolution than photodiode array (up to 300300 m2
per pixel) and yields similar signal morphologies (Figure 4).
However, the CMOS pixel resolution is below the point
spread function in tissue, and therefore the actual optical
resolution, limited by the point spread function, is in this
preparation 500 to 1000 m.44
Part II. By Boyoung Joung and
Shien-Fong Lin
Although it has been shown more than 40 years ago that
spontaneous diastolic depolarization of SAN cells initiates
Figure 2. Physiological validation of the multiple components in the rabbit AVN and canine SAN. A, Simultaneous optical recordings
from the distal AVN and bipolar electrograms from the atrial input to the AVN and from the bundle of His. A flouting glass microelec-
trode was used to impale cells in different AVN layers (black and white circles). Recording panels illustrate 3 consecutively paced beats
during Wenchebach 2:1 block with simultaneously acquired atrial inputs and His electrograms, along with optical and microelectrode
signals.40 B, Histology shows a section of the rabbit heart through approximately the same area, which was functionally documented in
A. C and D, OAPs during transient SAN exit block demonstrate separation of 2 components: SAN and atrial. Modified from Figure 6 of
Fedorov et al.12 IAS indicates intraatrial septum; IVC, indicates inferior vena cava; SVC, superior vena cava; RAA, right atrial
appendage.
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APs to pace the heart,45 the mechanism of heart rhythm
generation is still controversial. The spontaneous diastolic
depolarization has traditionally been attributed to a “mem-
brane clock” mechanism, mediated by voltage-sensitive
membrane currents, such as the hyperpolarization-activated
pacemaker current (If).46,47 Recently, it has been extensively
demonstrated that the spontaneous rhythmic local Ca2
release events from sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) of SAN,
manifested as Ca2 sparks, work as a “Ca2 clock,” causing
diastolic depolarization via activation of INCX, which coordi-
nately regulates sinus rate along with the membrane
clock.48–59 Thus, a more complete picture of pacemaking at
the cellular level emerges from these studies. It remains to be
established how the cellular pacemaking mechanisms can be
applied to SAN function at the tissue or organ level.
The cardiac automaticity at the organ level is a very
complex phenomenon and, besides cellular mechanisms,
other integrative factors are also involved. The intact SAN is
a heterogeneous structure that includes multiple cell types
interacting with each other,60–63 the relative importance of the
voltage and Ca2 clocks for pacemaking in different regions
of the SAN, and in response to neurohumoral stimuli such as
-agonists, may be different. Indeed, activation maps in intact
canine RA showed that SAN impulse origin is multicentric,64
and sympathetic stimulation predictably results in a cranial
(superior) shift of the pacemaking site in human and dogs.37,65
Moreover, the response to drug or genetic mutation is different
between single cell and intact SAN. These findings suggest that
after the leading pacemaker cell fails to work properly, other
cells generate the rhythm in intact tissue. Previous evidence from
Figure 3. Analysis of optical transmembrane potentials from canine the SAN. A, OAPs and their first (dV/dt) and second (d2V/dt2) deriv-
atives during normal sinus rhythm from photodiodes recordings shown in B. OAPs were separated into the SAN and atrial components
using the d2V/dt2max of the signal as the transition point. B, Parallel histology section to the epicardial (Epi) surface with 99 mm opti-
cal field of view (blue dotted square) is shown by a dark blue dotted rectangle. Activations maps of the SAN and atrial components of
the OAPs (modified from figures 2 and 5 of the study by Fedorov et al12). C, Three-dimensional model of SAN, a 3D model of the
canine SAN (modified from figure 8 of the study by Fedorov et al12).
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Figure 4. Simultaneous voltage and calcium epicardial optical mapping of the canine SAN. A, Epicardial photographs of a perfused
canine atrial preparation with 2 optical field of views for voltage sensitive dye RH237 and Ca2sensitive dye RHOD2. The SAN arteries
are shown by blue curves. The red oval shows the approximate border of the SAN region. IAS indicates intraatrial septum;
Efimov et al Mapping Cardiac Pacemaker Circuits 261
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isolated SAN myocytes showed that late diastolic Cai elevation
(LDCAE) relative to the AP upstroke is a key signature of
pacemaking by the Ca2 clock. This criterion could provide
insights into the relative importance of the Ca2 and voltage
clock mechanisms of pacemaking in intact SAN tissue.13
The Cai Dynamics in Intact Canine SAN
In contrast to the single SAN cell confocal Cai imaging,55–59
the spontaneous diastolic SR Ca2 release manifested by the
LDCAE was observed in only a small percentage of the
baseline preparations. However, the LDCAE occurred in all
preparations during isoproterenol infusion and was associated
with a superior shift of the leading pacemaker site coincident
with the appearance of robust LDCAEs (Figure 5) in this
region. Most importantly, the site of maximum LDCAE slope
always colocalized with the leading pacemaking site, suggest-
ing a paradigm shift in which the voltage clock now lagged
behind the Ca2 clock (Figure 6). With -stimulation, the
dominant pacemaking site gradually shifted in the SAN from
inferior to superior with the increase of heart rate and dosage
of isoproterenol (Figure 6A). Colocalization of LDCAE and
the dominant SAN activation site became obvious as the heart
rate increased. Slopes of LDCAE and diastolic depolarization
(DD) both increased with heart rate (Figure 6B).
The Cai dynamics of SAN was characterized not only by
the earliest onset of LDCAE, but also by the fastest Cai
reuptake as compared with other RA sites. The baseline 90%
Cai relaxation time was shorter at the superior SAN than at
other RA sites. This resulted in the formation of the Cai
sinkhole, which was facilitated by a rapid decline (short
relaxation time) of the Cai fluorescence at the superior SAN
during isoproterenol infusion and suggests that Cai reuptake
by the SR is fastest in the superior SAN. The key protein
regulator of SR Ca2 uptake is phospholamban, which
inhibits SERCA2a in the dephosphorylated state. There was a
significantly lower SERCA2a/phospholamban ratio at SAN
sites than at RA sites, suggesting more phospholamban
molecules are available to regulate SERCA2a molecules in
Figure 4. (Continued). IVC, indicates inferior vena cava; SVC, superior vena cava; RAA, right atrial appendage. B, OAPs and intercellu-
lar Ca2 traces from the center of the SAN (1), the atrial breakthrough in CT (2), and block area (3) from sites 1 to 3 in A and C during
normal SR. C, Separated SAN and atrial activation maps (AP50 and dV/dtmax) obtained by both dyes. D, OAPs and intercellular Ca
2
traces; 3 recording sites shown in the activation maps (right) following the termination of atrial pacing with an S1S1150 ms and
recovery of spontaneous SAN activity (V.V.F., A. V. Glukhov, R. B. Schuessler, V. G. Fast, I.R.E., unpublished data, 2008).
Figure 5. Activation pattern of SAN and surrounding RA during 0.3 mol/L isoproterenol infusion. A, Isochronal map of Vm. The number
on the each isochronal line indicates time (ms). B, The Vm (blue) and Cai (red) recordings from the superior (a), middle (b), and inferior
(c) SANs and the RA (d) are presented. C, Magnified view of Cai and Vm tracings of the superior SAN. Note the robust LDCAE (solid
arrow) before phase 0 of the AP (0 ms), which in turn was much earlier than the onset of the p wave on ECG. D, The Vm and Cai maps
from 60 ms before to 180 ms after phase 0 of the AP of C. The LDCAE (broken arrows in frames 40 and 20 ms) was followed by
the Cai sinkhole during early diastole (solid arrow in frame 180 ms). E, The SAN LDCAE (top) and DD (bottom) isochronal maps. Note
the colocalization of the LDACE and DD. Modified from Joung et al.13
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SAN than in RA. Isoproterenol infusion phosphorylates
phospholamban and relieves phospholamban inhibition of
SERCA2a, which may account for more robust Ca2 uptake
in SAN than in RA during isoproterenol infusion.13
Evaluation of SAN Function by
Pharmacological Interventions
The SAN Cai dynamics responded to various interventions.
The rate of LDCAE was increased by isoproterenol infusion
and caffeine injection with the increase of heart rate. Block-
ing the SR Ca2 release consistently abolished LDCAE and
decreased heart rate. In single SAN cells, ryanodine sup-
pressed heart rate by 52% and 95% at the dosage of 3 and
30 mol/L, respectively.55 However, the ryanodine-induced
heart rate decrease (20% at the 30 mol/L)13,66 was much less
in intact SAN than in single SAN cell. This discrepancy can
be explained by the compensatory rhythm generation from
other parts of the SAN tissue, and by the activation of
subsidiary pacemakers in the RA. In addition, such difference
between spontaneous activities of isolated SAN cells and the
intact SAN/ heart may be accounted for by a heterogeneous
distribution of cyclic nucleotides or network properties of the
intact tissue. In intact RA, a cell or a small group of cells at
certain region of SAN may function as the “leading” pace-
maker at a given time point. In case this leading pacemaker
stops generating APs, another region of SAN may take over
and generate sinus rhythm. Only if there is a considerable
amount of ‘silent’ cells present at the same time, SAN
pacemaking is interrupted. When this occurs, an ectopic
pacemaker may take over and activate the RA. Complete
suppression of all pacemakers is needed to prevent heart
rhythm generation.
Previous results of the effect of If blocker on heart rate
have been variable. In isolated rabbit RA preparations, Cs
(2 mmol/L), UL-FS-49 (1 mol/L), and ZD-7288 (3 mol/L)
decreased the spontaneous rate by 12%, 16%, and 13%,
respectively.67 However, Leitch et al reported that ZD 7288
of 0.64 mol/L reduced heart rate at 53% and 38% in
guinea pig SAN and rabbit heart, respectively.68 In freely
beating nonpatched cells, 2 mmol/L CsCl caused a 30%
reduction in rate of beating.69 However, even with If block-
ade, isoproterenol still increased LDCAE and heart rate in our
study.13 As presented in previous experiments,13,66 blocking
either Ca2 clock or membrane clock did not produce sinus
arrest, but sinus arrest was easily induced by the simulta-
neously blocking of both clocks.70 This finding supports the
idea that these 2 mechanisms of automaticity work synergis-
tically to generate sinus rhythm. This redundant system
Figure 6. Colocalization of LDCAE and the leading pacemaking site. A, Upward shift of the leading pacemaking site with LDCAE during
isoproterenol infusion. a, Cai ratio maps of SAN at the respective sinus rate. b, Corresponding Cai tracings from the superior,1,2 mid-
dle,3,4 and inferior5,6 SAN. At 95 bpm, sites 4 and 5 had the most prominent LDCAEs (asterisks). As the sinus rate gradually increased,
the sites of Cai elevation progressively moved upward. At the maximum sinus rate of 173 bpm, site 2 had the most apparent LDCAE.
B, Differential responses of different SAN sites to isoproterenol. a, The Cai and Vm tracings from the inferior, middle, and superior SAN
sites at different sinus rates. b, The LDCAE and DD slopes of the superior SAN at different sinus rates. Reproduced from Joung et al13
with permission.
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ensures heart rhythm generation when one of the mechanisms
is compromised.
Evaluation of SAN Cai Dynamics in
Diseased Hearts
Sick sinus syndrome (SSS) is an abnormality involving the
generation of the AP by the SAN and is characterized by an
atrial rate inappropriate for physiological requirements. SSS
is a collection of conditions with multiple causes.71 The
remodeling of SAN by aging72,73 or diseases such as heart
failure74,75 and atrial fibrillation76,77 are reported as the cause
of the SSS. In familial SSS, the mutations of Nav1.5,78,79
HCN4,80 ankyrin-B,81 and ryanodine receptor82 were found as
the causes of SSS. Our laboratory has reported the existence
of prolonged sinus pause in a canine model of pacing-induced
heart failure.83 However, whether the impairment of “mem-
brane clock” and/or “Ca2 clock” mechanisms can produce
SSS model is still unclear.6,66,84
SAN dysfunction is frequently associated with atrial
tachyarrhythmias. Abnormalities in SAN pacemaker function
after termination of tachycardia can cause syncope and
require pacemaker implantation, but underlying mechanisms
remain poorly understood. Recently, Yeh et al85 reported that
atrial tachyarrhythmias downregulate SAN HCN2/4 and
minK subunit expression, along with the corresponding
currents If and IKs. Tachycardia-induced remodeling of SAN
ion channel expression, particularly for the “pacemaker”
subunit If, may contribute to the clinically significant associ-
ation between SAN dysfunction and supraventricular
tachyarrhythmias. Interestingly, downregulation of ICaL was
not observed in this model, and this study did not evaluate the
Ca2 clock function. Incidentally, downregulation of HCN4
and HCN2 expression has also been contributed to heart
failure-induced sinus node dysfunction.86 We studied a
pacing-induced atrial fibrillation canine model with SAN
dysfunction. The isoproterenol-induced heart rate accelera-
tion and LDCAE in superior SAN were severely impaired.87
Also the type 2 ryanodine receptor in the superior SAN of AF
dogs in this model was downregulated to 33% of normal.
Taken together, these findings suggest the impairment of both
membrane and Ca2 clocks is responsible for SAN dysfunc-
tion caused by atrial tachyarrhythmia. SAN automaticity is
significantly impaired only when both “clocks” fail to oper-
ate. Under such a condition, ectopic beats could emerge from
subsidiary pacemaking sites.
Because of the intricate interaction of the membrane and
calcium clocks88 and the complicated tissue structure around
the SAN, study of SAN function at tissue level in diseased
conditions will remain a significant challenge. Future works
along this line of study require close collaboration between
the mathematical modelers and experimenters to dissect the
role of individual components. Furthermore, mathematical
models of SAN function at the tissue level are urgently
needed for this purpose.
Analysis of Optical Mapping Data
The electrophysiological definition of SAN is very compli-
cated. For electrophysiological location of the dominant
pacemaker, several criteria have been mentioned in the
literature: (1) earliest activation22,29,89,90; (2) fast diastolic
depolarization89,90; (3) slow phase 0 depolarization91,92; and
(4) gradual transition from diastolic into systolic depolariza-
tion.90 According to the comparison of these criteria by
Bleeker et al,26 the configuration of the AP as the only
criterion does not identify the dominant pacemaker site. In
our study,13 the SAN region was defined by the imaging areas
showing the earliest activation and fast diastolic depolariza-
tion in normal conditions.
The Cai and Vm traces were normalized to their respective
peak-to-peak amplitude for comparison of timing and mor-
phology. The slopes of LDCAE and DD were measured from
the onsets of LDCAE and DD to peak levels of LDCAE and
DD, respectively. The onsets of LDCAE and DD were
defined by the time of the transition between negative to
positive values in dCai/dt and dVm/dt curves (Figure 7). The
“90% Cai relaxation time” was measured from the maximum
systolic Cai to 90% reduction of Cai. RA Vm isochronal map
was generated by the traditional criteria for detecting activa-
tion times (50% of the OAP amplitude). The SAN DD and
LDCAE isochronal maps as shown in Figure 5E were
generated by the 50% of diastolic depolarization and Cai
amplitude before phase 0, respectively.
Beauty Behind the 1-mm Curtain: Endocardial
Mapping of Canine SAN
Fedorov et al demonstrated a double-component morphology
in optical potentials of canine SAN using primarily an
Figure 7. Schematic explanation of how the slope
of LDCAE (A) and DD (B) were measured. The
slopes of LDCAE and DD were measured from the
onsets of LDCAE and DD to peak levels of LDCAE
and DD, respectively. The onsets of LDCAE and
DD were defined by the time of the transition
between negative to positive values in dCai/dt and
dVm/dt curves (arrows).
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endocardial mapping setup.12 In fact, their results were
derived almost entirely from the analysis of this double-
component feature in the recording. Incidentally, epicardial
mapping was also performed, but the results were not shown.
On the other hand, the distinctive double-component OAPs
were not observed in any of our 26 preparations, and all
mapping studies were performed from the epicardial side.
The SANs in humans71,93 and in dogs94 are both located
beneath the epicardial surface at the upper portion of the
crista terminalis. This anatomic aspect was also demonstrated
in figure 7 of the study by Fedorov et al.12 SAN is covered by
only 0.2- to 0.4-mm fibrous membrane from the epicardial
side. For this reason, the microelectrode recording can be
readily performed from the epicardial side in dog hearts.29,94
However, atrial muscle ( 1 mm) is present between the
SAN and the endocardium. Consequently endocardial opti-
cally mapping of SAN through a layer of atrial myocardium
can be significantly distorted and contaminated. Furthermore,
SAN arteries of human and dog can be dilated by up to 1 mm
at the mean aortic pressure,93 and the arterial dilation that
heterogeneously moves the SAN away from the endocardium
could further distort the recording and affect the outcome of
depth-resolved data interpretation.
The morphology of double potentials is not restricted to
overlapping electric propagation in multiple tissue layers.
Double potentials can be observed even in single cell record-
ing when the cell is located at the boundary of discontinuous
conduction.26,95 Specifically, Bleeker et al26 used such a
double potential feature to identify the conduction block zone
around the rabbit SAN (Figure 8A). The first component of
these APs closely followed the AP of the pacemaker whereas
the second component was nearly synchronous with activa-
tion at the edge of SAN. These double-component APs can be
observed over an area with width of 0.2 mm to 1 mm. In
fact, the most obvious double-component optical potentials in
our data existed at the block zone (Figure 8B, middle dark
traces). Figure 8 shows a comparison of the original intracel-
lular recordings in the article by Bleeker and our optical
traces at similar recording site. The complicated anatomic
construct of SAN offers ample opportunities for discontinu-
ous conduction and hence double-component optical poten-
tials. It may be difficult to clearly identify the electrotonic or
multiple-layer origin of the double components, but using
double potential exclusively to derive conduction pattern
from “two overlapping tissue layers” is obviously
insufficient.
The spatial resolution of the imaging devices and optical
configuration are additional considerations. Large pixel size
allows more signals from the surrounding atrial tissue to be
included in the fluorescence registered in that pixel and
consequently helps to increase the signal-to-noise ratio attrib-
utable to the inherent spatial averaging. In a recent study by
Figure 8. Identification of conduction block with double potentials in the sinus node. A, The APs (on the right side) were recorded at
corresponding points of the activation map (on the left side). The dashed line indicates the time reference. The area in which double
potentials (arrows) in the AP were clearly visible is hatched in the activation map (modified from Bleeker et al26). B, The Vm tracings
showing the double potentials (arrows) at the border of SAN.
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Bishop et al using Monte Carlo simulation, the authors
concluded that the scattering volume in a uniformly illumi-
nated tissue is 3 times larger in the surface recording plane
than in depth.96 All of these physical considerations lead to
the conclusion that multiple activations on the “surface” are
more likely to be registered than in “depth.” Furthermore, the
depth of field of optical systems is directly proportional to
physical pixel size among many other factors.97 Therefore,
large pixels of the optical sensors such a photodiode array
could enhance the capability to record intramural optical
signals. We also think that it is inappropriate to use 500 to
1000 m as a universal limit for optical resolution because
optical mapping has been successfully applied to small
cardiac tissue such as chick and mouse hearts.98–101 Lower
spatial sampling (1616 with photodiode arrays) is likely to
create spatial aliasing when the structure of interest has
higher spatial frequency content, such as at the elongated
edge of the SAN. The subsequent interpolation of the activa-
tion time is a major flaw of the opponents’ approach. The
interpolation conveniently and artificially removes pixelation
of the images with a presumed conduction pattern, most
likely linear conduction, which is inconsistent with the SAN
conduction.
The Debate: Is Double Potential the Signature of
SAN in Optical Mapping?
This debate is on defining the SAN activation based on the
morphology of optical traces. Because our Cai recording
during -stimulation (top trace in Figure 5B) resembles the
double potential pattern, it may be interpreted as coming from
different structures of the tissue. The double components
reported by Fedorov et al12 were observed after phase 0 of the
RA AP. In contrast, the Cai elevation related to rhythm
generation during -stimulation is located at the superior
SAN during late diastolic period before phase 0 activation of
RA. The superior SAN is directly below the epicardium
(Figure 3C) where we mapped. Therefore, effects of the
double layer should not influence the evaluation of Cai
dynamics during late diastole. An important concern in
applying dual optical mapping of Vm and Cai to a thin and
slowly conducting tissue such as the intact SAN is whether
the different dyes are imaging equivalent volumes of tissue,
because the dyes have different tissue penetration and scat-
tering properties.8 However, this concern is somewhat miti-
gated by the same site that did not exhibit LDCAEs under
basal condition developed LDCAE after isoproterenol infu-
sion, despite identical imaging parameters.
It is also unresolved why the distinctive double potential
reported by Fedorov and Efimov was not observed in our Vm
recording. Our search for the double potential was initially
misled by the “standard” morphology as shown in Figures 1
and 3. In Figure 3A, a typical presentation of the double
potential from the SAN is first a slow DD, followed by a
low-amplitude upstroke reaching plateau (SAN), and ended
with a higher-amplitude second upstroke (RA). Other than the
obvious amplitude difference between the 2 upstrokes, a
sufficient time lag between them is also required for their
separation. We were unable to identify such a “typical”
double-potential pattern in our recordings. However, if a slow
depolarization followed by a faster upstroke (Figure 4B, trace
1) is also referred to as double potential, then we have to
agree that our data indeed showed “double potential” in the
SAN region. However, without the first component reaching
the plateau, our opponents did not show how to distinguish
the DD and SAN components from their unpublished data.
Part III. Vadim Fedorov and Igor
Efimov Rebuttal
We would like to emphasize that we do not have disagree-
ment with Drs Joung and Lin about the ionic pacemaker
mechanisms of the SAN. We agree that both the voltage and
calcium clocks are very important in the maintenance of SAN
pacemaker activity. Thus, most of our disagreement is related
to the interpretation of optical mapping data, which we would
like to address in our rebuttal.
1. The main difference between the 2 groups is that our
group was able to record not only slow diastolic
depolarization but also the pacemaker upstroke (first
component of the OAPs upstrokes). Based on this
upstroke, we can reconstruct canine SAN activation
patterns during normal rhythm (Figure 3), which Joung
et al13 are unable to do given their methodology and
subsequent findings. To recapitulate, we can detect the
SAN upstroke of the OAPs using 2 different optical
mapping systems (photodiode array and Ultima-L
CMOS camera) with different spatial resolutions (up to
300300 m2 per pixel) in conjunction with the use of
2 different voltage-sensitive dyes (di-4-ANNEPSs or
RH237). Moreover, in some experiments, we detect
clear SAN potentials in the absence atrial signals during
exit-block induced by atrial pacing (Figures 2 and 4).
The amplitude of the actual optical SAN signal varied
from experiment to experiment and was dependent on
the (1) optical mapping system, (2) the available spatial
resolution, (3) the voltage-sensitive dyes and light
sources, and (4) the anatomy of the SAN (Figure 1).
2. As shown by different groups,14,16,31,102 including
ours,12,38 the dog and human SAN are located closer to
epicardium near the superior vena cava (“head”) and
closer to endocardium near the inferior “tail” (Figures 1
and 3). Often, we observed the SAN upstroke compo-
nent from only one side. In some cases, it was necessary
to optically image from both sides to accurately visual-
ize the activity of the SAN and calculate the CT (table
I in the online data supplement of our study12). This
method, however, was not included in the epicardial
study by Joung et al.13
3. The interpretation of optical signals as reported in the
study by Joung et al13 study are based on the assumption
that optical signals represent the morphology of a single
SAN cell. We find this interpretation inappropriate,
because microelectrode recordings published from the
rabbit and canine SANs have never presented APs with
multiphasic morphology found by both groups, except
for single cases of electrotonic interaction near the line
of block at the septal border of SAN (see figure 8 from
the study by Bleeker et al 198026 and figure 8C from the
study by Bromberg et al 199529). Drs Joung and Lin
now have found the second component of OAP near the
septal margin of the SAN (Figure 8B) and thus confirm
our rabbit23,27 and canine12 optical mapping studies. Our
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Figures 3A and 4B clearly show an additional compo-
nent of the OAP upstroke in the area of the canine septal
block zone. Figure 4D shows that signals from the
septal edge of SAN can contain all 3 components: SAN
upstroke, atrial CT, and septal block zone (red arrow)
upstrokes.
4. Because of their limited approach, the interpretation of
optical signal maps presented by Joung et al13 do not
include SAN activation because activation time de-
tected at 50% OAP amplitude represents only atrial
muscle activation (the second component). This method
does not detect preceding SAN activation, which, in
nearly all cases, is relatively much smaller than the first
component of optical recordings. As we reviewed
above, numerous studies in many species have shown
very slow conduction velocity within the SAN of 1 to
10 cm/sec. Maps in the study by Joung et al13 showed
very high conduction velocity, which is found only in
the atrial myocardium.
5. The literature shows a significant delay from 30 up to
100 ms,29 between the earliest activation of SAN and
the earliest excitation of the atrial tissue (sinoatrial
conduction time [SACT]). This does not agree with the
interpretation of Joung et al,13 who show this delay to be
only 10ms. Moreover, the initial activation site in
presented maps appears to coincide with breakthrough
points, observed by many groups and does not project to
anatomically defined SAN. This again suggests that the
SAN activation was missed and only atrial activation
was mapped. In figure 1 of our study,12 we showed such
a pattern of atrial activation at the epicardium and
endocardium that deliberately ignores the separation of
the 2 components and, therefore, misses the SAN.
6. Similarly, in our opinion, calcium optical signals from
canine SAN should also contain multiple components
corresponding to appropriate voltage signals. We do
agree that LCRs (local subsarcolemmal ryanodine
receptor-mediated Ca2 releases) may indeed facilitate
SAN upstroke excitation as was shown by Vinogradova
et al55 from single rabbit SAN cells. Their shown
stochastic but roughly periodic LCRs during the late
phase of DD in rabbit sinoatrial nodal pacemaker cells
generate an inward current (INCX) via the Na/Ca2
exchanger.103 Thus, LCRs should be recorded during
diastolic depolarization and not during the upstroke of
SAN AP. In a new series of experiments (Figure 4), we
used the same optical system (dual Ultima-L CMOS
cameras) and the same voltage and calcium dyes that
Joung et al used.13 We could record double upstroke
optical signals and presented individual activation pat-
terns for both SAN and atrial layers. However, we were
unable to confidently detect LCRs. It is our opinion,
based on our experience, that the LCRs or LDCAEs
recorded by Joung et al were the first component of
SAN calcium upstroke. In our experiments, the calcium
SAN upstroke always followed 7 to 20 ms after the
voltage SAN upstroke at all recordings sites. We be-
lieve the LCRs in the study by Joung et al13 are, in fact,
optical recordings of intracellular calcium from the
SAN, which precedes the much larger calcium signal
from the atrial muscle and suggest that because of its
low amplitude and stochastic behavior, the actual LCRs
as noted by Vinogradova et al55 would be difficult to
record from intact canine SAN. To resolve this issue,
we recommend that the same experiments be conducted
on rabbits SAN instead of dogs, because the 2D
structure of the rabbit SAN as compared to the 3D
structure of the canine SAN.
7. Both groups have used the new electromechanical-
uncoupler blebbistatin 10 to 20 mol/L to eliminate
motion artifact from optical recordings.104 Joung et al
showed that isoproterenol infusion (1 mol/L) in-
creased the sinus rate and noted the concomitant ap-
pearance of LDCAE preceding the AP upstroke by
9831 ms. We conducted 5 canine SAN experiments in
which we used Isoproterenol 1 mol/L. We found that
doses up to 20 mol/L blebbistatin did not eliminate
motion artifacts which significantly changed the mor-
phology of the OAPs and thus hampered data analysis.
Thus, the interpretation of the complex SAN OAPs
during isoproterenol infusion has to be considered with
caution because of the presence of motion artifact.
8. Finally, during work on this point–counterpoint, our
opponents have agreed that the optical signals from the
canine SAN region contain multiple components, which
relate to the activation of different tissue layers because
of both scattering and electrotonic effects. Figure 5
demonstrates the isochronal maps of the SAN DD and
LDCAE by using nearly identical analytic approaches
to those used in our study (see Figure 3).12 Drs Joung
and Lin used 50% of the “DD amplitude” to define SAN
excitation (Figure 7B). The SAN activation maps (Fig-
ure 5E) and SACT (70.48.8 ms in 19 normal dogs)
were determined based on this definition. However, this
interpretation contradicts the classical definition of
diastole and systole, which are separated by excitation.
Therefore, excitation cannot happen during diastolic
depolarization but only after it. For example, we adhere
to the classic studies by Sano and Yamagishi22 and
Bleeker et al26 that reconstruct SAN activation: (1) “To
estimate the arrival time of the excitation wave at each
point, the steepest rise of the action potential of this
point was used” (see page 42322), or (2) “As the
activation moment of a cell, we chose the moment that the
voltage was halfway between the maximal diastolic poten-
tial and the top of the action potential” (see page 1226).
DD cannot be considered as pacemaker cell excitation be-
cause excitation is defined by the upstroke of AP. The phase
of “fast” (according to Joung and Lin) diastolic depolariza-
tion in optical traces from the SAN actually contains both
slow diastolic depolarization, as well as the upstroke of
pacemaker AP, which can be separated for analysis (seen in
optical recordings from the leading pacemaker in Figure 3A).
We respectfully suggest Drs Joung and Lin to redefine the
abbreviation “DD” for this part of SAN optical traces as SAN
excitation time, as was done in the study by Fedorov et al.12
In conclusion, our first optical mapping studies focused on
structure/function study at the tissue structure level. At this
point, macroimaging cannot provide detailed insights into the
ionic mechanisms of SAN pacemaker activity because to do
so would require an isolated cell approach. However, we
believe that after careful validation of SAN optical mapping
methodology, optical mapping techniques could be applied to
study the ionic mechanisms of pacemaker activity.
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We hope that this rebuttal will benefit not only our 2
groups but will serve as a warning to all investigators using
optical mapping techniques to study electrophysiology. Inter-
pretation of the optically recorded APs can lead to radically
different conclusions.
Part IV. Boyoung Joung and Shien-Fong
Lin Rebuttal
We fully agree that the macroscopic optical mapping collects
light from the underlying 3D tissue. There is also no doubt
that optical recording represents a weighted average of the
depth signals. However, it is a significant challenge to assign
correct weights to all the signal sources, especially when the
sources are distributed rather than discrete entities. The tilted
SAN structure in the transmural region and the dynamic shift
of the dominant pacemaking site further complicate the
weight assignment. Fedorov and Efimov model the SAN
region with 2 tissue layers of equal weights. Such a simple
approach may be sufficient to separate SAN and RA activa-
tions at the mid-SAN region in normal tissue, but the
approach has only limited utility because of the strict require-
ments of signal shape and quality. As a result, their present
method may be more suitable for confirming previous obser-
vations in normal tissue than for discovering new aspects
such as automaticity and conduction in diseased tissue.
The opponents pointed out a wide variety of variability in
their results that made their interpretation lack cohesion. For
example, they indicated that the double potential is not
always identifiable from a single side of the tissue. The
reason for such an inconsistency is unclear. They also
revealed that the amplitude of the optical SAN signal varied
between experiments, and the first component is not always
smaller than the second component. When the first compo-
nent has larger amplitude than the second one, the second
component is either buried in the first one or inseparable from
the first. Fedorov and Efimov attributed these variable obser-
vations to SAN anatomy, but the structural variation causing
the electrophysiological variance is not shown in their con-
ceptual cartoon in Figure 3C. Furthermore, we consider the
most significant limitation of their derivative approach is the
inability to functionally identify the SAN boundary, where
the first component diminishes in amplitude and falls below
the detection threshold. As a result, the SAN region detected
by signal analysis consistently underestimates the size of the
SAN, and the localization of the exit sites becomes dubious.
We recorded Cai and Vm simultaneously in intact canine
SAN. Our objective was to detect the interaction of Vm and
Cai automaticity under normal condition and under acceler-
ated heart rate during -stimulation. Because of the lack of
distinctive multiple components in the optical potentials, we
used a straightforward interpretation of Cai and Vm tracings.
Because there was no published method to measure the Cai
dynamics in SAN, we developed some new methods for data
analysis. To locate the dominant pacemaker as precisely as
possible, we used 4 published criteria.22,26,29,89–92 Most im-
portantly, the earliest activation site with fast diastolic depo-
larization colocalized with the site with the fastest LDACE
elevation (Figure 6B, b). Based on such an observation, we
concluded that Ca clock plays an important role in heart rate
acceleration.
We did not attempt to resolve the depth issue in our
previous study and did not plot the activation map inside the
SAN.13 The 50% activation level of optical potentials for the
determination of activation isochrones in our study would
represent the activation in the RA, because the level of DD
never reached the 50% level of the amplitude. Compared to
the opponents’ new data in Figure 4, it is obvious that what
we referred to as the DD was regarded as the SAN compo-
nents by the opponents. Whereas the RA activation iso-
chrones show the earliest RA activation (breakthrough site),
the SAN DD and LDCAE maps clearly show the leading
pacemaker site in the SAN. We think the “classical” approach
of using 50% of the SAN upstroke for SAN activation would
miss the opportunity to identify calcium release events preceding
the phase 0. In our previous study, we did not present the data of
SACT. The baseline SACT was calculated to be 70.48.8 ms in
19 normal dogs.87
In addition to the opponents’ historical perspective, many
recent studies from multiple investigators showed that the SR
calcium release is also an important mechanism of SAN
automaticity.48–59 These publications document that the spon-
taneous and rhythmic SR Ca release works synergistically
with membrane ion clock to generate SAN automaticity.
Therefore, a complete functional study of SAN should
include not only optical mapping of the membrane potential
changes but also optical mapping of the dynamic changes of
intracellular calcium concentration. What we were studying
was the events that occurred before the onset of the sinus
node or atrial APs. On the other hand, our opponents’ results
depend heavily on the analysis of the phase 0 of the AP both
in the SAN and the atrium. Specifically, our results, as well as
that reported by many other investigators, were based primar-
ily on the events that happened to late phase of the AP.
Because the sinus node alone has significant spontaneous
phase 4 depolarization, the diastolic depolarization and the
LDCAE were changes unique to the sinus node.
Fedorov and Efimov show new, unpublished data obtained
from the high-resolution CMOS cameras (Figure 4). The new
data reveal a few interesting aspects supporting that the
optical system indeed plays a role in data acquisition. Most
importantly, the quality of optical potentials traces and
activation isochrones degrades with the increased spatial
resolution. This is likely attributable to less spatial averaging
of each physical pixel during imaging and the lack of
interpixel interpolation during the construction of isochrones.
The double-component morphology in the optical potential
(Figure 4B) is much less obvious in this new setup with
smaller pixels size. It will be a challenge to clearly separate
the DD, SAN, and RA component in this new data set.
Consistent with our results, Fedorov and Efimov did not find
LDCAE in the baseline condition without -stimulation.
Their ability to record Vm and Cai from the SAN in the
pacing-induced exit block case (Figure 4D) offers a unique
way to independently observe SAN activation. However, the
long-term pacing of 10 minutes could alter the SAN physi-
ology and the following activation could come from ectopic
origins. Furthermore, ryanodine has only modest effects on
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sinus rate in intact SAN in baseline conditions13,66 but is
highly effective in preventing sinus rate acceleration during
isoproterenol infusion. Their results, which show ryanodine
had no significant effects on sinus rate at baseline, is not
consistent with those reports. Nevertheless, we predict that
their preparations pretreated with ryanodine would not be
able to effectively respond to -stimulation.
We want to emphasize that it is important to incorporate
the study of intracellular calcium in optical mapping studies
of the sinoatrial node and other cardiac structures that exhibit
rhythmic behavior. Without such information, it is not pos-
sible to understand how sinoatrial node in specific or cardiac
automaticity in general works in intact hearts. In the mean-
time, it is essential to carefully improve the acquisition
technique and signal analysis approach to more accurately
resolve the depth issue in optical mapping. These combined
efforts will lead to new findings in addition to supporting
existing models.
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